10 January - 24 January
opening Tuesday 09 January 4 - 6 pm

works in progress
master of fine arts 1st year

julie alpert  
tojo andrianarivo  
alicia basinger  
zackery bent  
evan blackwell  
rachel deconde  
molly epstein  
ryan finnerty  
rachel friend  
tom futrell  
lise graham  
noah grussgott

jeffrey hale  
lila jarzombek  
cassie klingler  
joonwon lee  
jason loik  
jennifer mayeda  
susanne lechler osborn  
allison quemere  
nicki succe  
kinu watanabe  
luke woods

jacob lawrence gallery
school of art university of washington

hours tuesday saturday 12 4pm
information http://art.washington.edu 206.685.1805